Final Presentations

GLOBAL STUDIES CAPSTONE SEMINAR
Spring 2017

All presentations: 8:30-10:30am
BH 154-R (Dean’s Conference Room)

THURSDAY APRIL 27
Politics of Language, Language as Politics
History Repeats Itself: Foreign Language Education Policy in Italy • Lindsey Matesic
Language Policy and Cultural Diversity in France • Mary Catherine Devine
African American Vernacular in Schools: Where Are We Today? • Gabrielle Rickstrew
From Assimilation to Inclusion: The Indigenismo Movement in 20th Century Mexico • Melanie Diaz

TUESDAY MAY 2
Conflict and Compromise
Intervention vs. Isolation: The Great Powers’ Role in International Affairs • Rob Stephens
International Intervention in Rwanda • Olivia Paul
Climate Change and Ethiopian Stakeholders • Matthew Seifu
Economic Self-Sufficiency among Nepali Bhutanese Refugees • Kayla Lee

THURSDAY MAY 4
Entertainment as Politics: Rap, Hip-Hop, and Theater on a Global Scene
The Politics and Economics of Entertainment • Hiromi Holt
Theater as Political Resistance • Razghiem Golden

Please join us for the Final Capstone Research Presentations of the Global Studies seniors. A light breakfast will be served.